




























'.lornmenl2 y flms. In the film, But not us!, the actresses from the Late Bloomers deal with growing up in the 
time of the Third Reich. lmprovisation sequences alternate with interview with the actresses, who describe their 
own experiences under the Nazi regime, and explore the questions raised a1bout personal and politica! 
responsibility. The film was aired by ORB in 1992. A version with English subtitles is available. 

The docu mentary film, Slooking for Clues - A Theatre Journey. Jewish ldentily Reflected in the Generations 
accompanies a trip,undertaken by a Jewish high school's theatre club, after they were invited by two Jewish 
communities to England in 1997. In the play, Looking for Clues, the studen1ts present their matter of fact 
relationship to their belief and religion, as a Jewish grandmother (portrayed by one of the Late Bloomers) asks 
herself what and how one can tell the younger generation about the past. The film was aired by SFB in 1999. 

Spotlight not Shadow: Rampenlicht statt RUckzug shows the commitment of elder actresses in inter
generational performances. The camera peeks over the shoulders of young; and old in their encounters with one 
another, rehearsals, and conversations. The recorded dialogue between the generation's surprises, when 
young women with headscarves work with older actresses through themes such as racism in the subway or cell 
phone theft and present them on the stage. 

Tesali no and Tesalina in the Rainforest: Tesalino und Tesalina im Regenws1ld and House pet Conference: 
Konferenz der Haustiere document School of Life workshops in primary schiools and show the presentati on and 
results. 

The film Creative Potential in the Spotlight docurnents impressions of our rnigratron theatre festival which took 
piace in the Saalbau Neuki:illn in 2006. 
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